


 Location : Central Europe
 Area : 49,035 km2 
 Land boundaries : Poland, Czech Republic, Austria, 

Hungary, Ukraine
 Population : 5.4 million
 Official language : Slovak 

Minority languages : Ruthenian, German, 
Hungarian

 Slovakia joined the European Union on 1 May 
2004



 2002 - 66.7 % 
 2008 – increasing 70.3 % 
 2008 - decreased to 68.9 % -economic crisis 
since then  gradually getting lower
main objective of Slovakia: employment percentage
72% by 2020

13.36% from 1994 until 2016
highest- 19.79% in 2001 
lowest - 7.36% in 2008 
good news –unemployment

is getting lower 
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 reach the age of 18 - competence
to perform legal acts

 temporary stay address
 if you don´t have permanent residence you have to start a trade 

establishing a responsible representative and acquire Trade
Certificate
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Economist

Accountant

Interpreter

Manager

Lawyer

Police officer

Actor

Politician

Office clerk



 good problem solving skills
 excellent planning and organization skills
 ability to work under pressure
 strong, demanding character 

 preferred university education
 high school, preferably business or hotel academy
 post-graduate study/ specialized managerial training



 applied maths skills
 self responsibility
 ability to work with computer 
technologies and programmes
 office skills

 accountant - high school certificate in 
economics, accountancy

 economist and clerk- degrees
obtained in business and accounting-
single and double entry



 strong verbal communications skills
 fluency in at least two languages
good memorizing skills

interpreter - degree is not always required
actor- good quality conservatory is usually needed 



 observing legal procedures
 argumentation skills
 respectful and critical thinking
 judgement and decision making

 lawyer- Faculty of law- degree- JUDr. (J.D.) Juris
Doctor

 police officer- Police Academy
 politicians - degrees in law, economics or business
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Doctor
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Programmer
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Builder

Chef

Driver

Electrician

Waiter

Servisman

Technician

Welder

Carpenter
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Electrician
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Plumber

Tailor

Engineer



precise 
manually skilled
independent
attentive to details 

 High school – vocational
apprenticeship certificate



communicative
motivated
responsible
attentive to detail 

•Hotel academy certificate



responsible for passengers
excellent driving skills ( category D)
familiar with highway code
punctual with scheduled times 

Slovakia became one of  the largest car producers in the middle Europe.

Volkswagen (Bratislava)- 1992

PSA Peugeot Citroën (Trnava) -2006

Kia Motors (Žilina)-2006



 confident with using power tools and technologies 
 able to read and analyse technical drawings 
 good manual skills
 problem solving abilities

 lower secondary education
 apprenticeship certificate



 crochet was used as a decoration on clothes, soft 
furniture decoration as a tablecloth

 knitting is the act of shaping a fabric by looping 
a continuous yarn

 embroidery is the handicraft of decorating fabric
or other materials with needle and thread or yarn

 it‘s a type of cake flavoured with  honey, ginger,
cinamon, and other spices

 it´s usually decorated with whipped egg white
 the honey cakes were profane, symbolic



1. Is this knitting, embroidering or 
crochet?

Knitting

2. Which of car manufacturing
factories started car production in 

Slovakia?

Volkswagen




